Appendix Annual letter to EUSSER members

In the following papers **Jayanti Ray**, Chair of the Scientific Committee, has been one of the authors or part of the working group during 2020


In the following papers **Anju Jaggi**, Member of the Network Committee, has been one of the authors:


Williams D, Douglas T, **Jaggi A**. "The association between crawling as a first mode of mobilisation and the presentation of atraumatic shoulder instability: a retrospective cohort study". Accepted 01/10/2020 Shoulder & Elbow.


In the following paper **Elif Turgut**, member of the Scientific Committee, has been one of the authors:

In the following papers, Andrew Cuff, Chair of the Network Committee, has been one of the authors:


In the following papers, Ian Horsley, member of the Education Committee, has been one of the authors:


In the following paper Mike Smith, member of the Educational Committee, has been one of the authors: